**In fact, Scott makes the best receiver you can buy, period.**

No matter what you plan to spend for an AM-FM stereo receiver, H.H. Scott, Inc. has a value-for-the-price leader to satisfy your highest expectations for flawless sound, convenience in use, and trouble-free long life.

Consider the top-of-the-line model 477, shown above, as an example. It's got HF sensitivity of 1.9μV and puts out 70 conservatively rated Scott watts into 8 ohms with both channels driven. Separate signal strength and center channel tuning meters provide maximum convenience in tuning. Up to three stereo speaker pairs may be connected and switching flexibility allows any two to be used simultaneously. In addition to all the necessary front panel controls, jacks for headphones, microphones and tape recorder inputs/outputs are located up front for maximum accessibility. Naturally, the Scott 477 AM-FM stereo receiver includes all the time honored Scott design features such as FET front end, silver plated tuner, full complementary silicon output stage, trouble-free, solderless "tension wrap" connections, and one of the most powerful amplifiers ever built into an integrated receiver. At $399.90 it outpoints its competition across the board.

If you'd like to spend a little less, consider one of our middle line models as shown at the lower right. The model 367, which has received more favorable reviews than any other AM-FM stereo receiver in recent times, offers 55 watts per channel and most of the features of the 477 for a price of $399.90, also outpointing its competition on value for the price. Its look alikes, the 370 and 367, deliver 40 and 32 watts per channel at $319.90 and $299.90 respectively, and include the same Scott quality and major design features. If you're just getting started in really high quality stereo or replacing older equipment, try the Scott 335, shown at the right above. It produces 25 watts per channel for $199.90. It's the first truly high fidelity American made stereo receiver to sell at a price under $200.00.

All these value-for-the-price leaders are available, along with matching Scott controlled impedance speaker systems, at your Scott dealer's. Ask him to demonstrate the Scott line before you make any AM-FM stereo receiver purchase.